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Character is destiny russell gough summary. Character is destiny pdf.
In addition, he is the author of the book Character Is Everything: Promoting Ethical Excellence in Sports. We can so often complain about the world decaying morally, but need rather to pursue excellence of character within ourselves first. This book's sole allegiance is to the ethical character that allows all people, regardless of political persuasion, to
live lives of integrity. We as individuals not only have a personality but a character of sorts, whether it be ethical or unethical, regardless, this book confronts both good and bad character and explains not only how to better it, but how to see the difference between personality and character. A winning Reader's Digest-style compilation that tells the
stories of some of the greatest heroes of our time. On the contrary, the intrinsic value of the lives we lead reflects the strength of a single trait: our personal character. He begins by defining the difference between personality and character. Consider the following poem: Out upon it! I have lovedThree whole days together;And am like to love three
more,If it prove fair weather. And why do experts believe it is vital to the long-term success of every individual and every organization? The dream of a society "so perfect that no one will need to be good" is really a child's dream. By cultivating the habits of virtue, we will strengthen not only ourselves but, more important, our families and our world.
In contrast, virtue has always been the worthy goal of classicists and that can still be achieved WITH EFFORT. What's the difference between the two? . The choices we make, and the manner in which we make them, illuminate the paths our lives will take. Its wise, passionate, and down-to-earth message will not only show you how and why but will
make you want to improve the ethical quality of your everyday life"— Jack Canfield, coauthor of Chicken Soup for the Soul series "For anyone concerned with the moral decline of the nation and looking for the prescription for cure, this is a good place to start."— Yitta Halberstam, coauthor of Small Miracles "Russ Gough has accomplished something
very rare: A college philosopher has written a book in real English for real people on the most important subject of all—character. Character Is Destiny, hosted by national ethics expert Russell W. We need to stop dreaming. The style of writing could be a bit detailed at times, but it was very explicit and gave analogies that were easily understood and
reiterated the main ideas a lot. And it helps to explain why, when hurt in the pursuit of play and pleasure, so many look for someone else–a corporation, a product manufacturer–to blame. ...more Nov 27, 2021 Ari rated it it was amazing this book was SO good!! genuinely reccommend for anybody, but especially those looking for a good self-help book.
...more Oct 03, 2014 Poiema rated it really liked it This is a book about ethics that I found wise, readable, and very conducive to great discussions with my high school student. It betrays a hope that the "grownups" (society, the government) will take care of everything so the rest of us can just play. And they never manage to relieve us of our
responsibilities. He lectures frequently across the country and is a chairman for the annual White House Conference on Character Building. After all, being good is hard work. This is exactly the kind of attitude we might expect to arise in a culture where so many people are in search of their own inner child. Conversely, we all know others who we
trust implicitly even though we don't see eye-to-eye on politics. This is an important contribution to the national debate about character. That effort begins with the examined life and progresses to include choosing a role model, practicing the doing of good to the extent that it becomes habit, treasuring virtue above intellect, willfully selecting what we
choose to think about, and self-evaluating. Is doing the right thing something we can learn in three easy steps? What does it mean, from a moral point of view, to be an adult? We can easily detect a personality here. A great resource for teens and a great "checkup" for older readers. Great book for personal accountability of character reflection.
Character development is not something the schools can do through the introduction of some new, technically perfect curriculum. "This profound book reminds us how utterly central character is to all else in life . Rather, the best way for a young person to learn good habits of behavior is by identifying with and imitating adults who already practice
those habits. By making adult character education its primary focus, Character Is Destiny reminds us that the process of cultivating virtue and overcoming vice in one's personal character does not–should not–end simply because one has entered adulthood. I alone am responsible for my character. I plan to stay in touch with this book for many
years."— Shelby Steele "This book speaks directly to the moral crisis of our time. Showing 1-30 Start your review of Character Is Destiny Mar 31, 2015 Abigail rated it really liked it I recently finished this book. And perhaps more tellingly, it reminds us that no matter who we are and no matter how ethically comfortable or self-satisfied we have
become, all of us fall far short of perfection, and thus should steadfastly keep striving to become fully grown moral beings. He or she does not change with the seasons, is not, in Shakespeare's words, "a pipe for fortune's finger to sound what stop she please." To help us understand the term better, Professor Gough makes a useful distinction between
character and personality (a word with which our society is far more comfortable). Average completion time16 minsTopics coveredBusiness Skills, Human Resources, Business ethicsTagsBusiness Skills, Character, Ethics, Motivational Skills, Russell Gough Character is Destiny. To learn more click here.Viewing Options: We offer several ways that you
can show this program (DVD, USB & Stream). The truth is, there is no substitute for personal character and there never will be. The inevitable question that occurs is, "Is there some hidden agenda here?" Is this a book about political ideology? My favorite idea from this book was that once you've eliminated bad habits or bad character you can't just
go on your way and expect everything to be different, you now have to replace that bad habit or character flaw with good habits and good character. Professor Gough provides us not only with commonsense practices, but also the commonsense philosophy that infuses practice with meaning. Charakter, the word Aristotle uses to describe moral
maturity, means "enduring marks." There is something lasting about a person of character. Each and every day we are faced with scores of choices that, in subtle yet discernible ways, can either enrich or impoverish our personal character. There are countless books available to tell us how to develop more charming or persuasive personality, but few
that tell us how we can acquire the more important traits of good character–the kind of traits that make it possible to be a "constant lover" in the true sense, or to be a constant and committed parent. His articles on ethics and character have appeared in the Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, USA Today, and elsewhere. Key Concepts
from Character Is Destiny include: Thoughts: Where Character Begins Acts: Knowing What's Right, Doing What's Right Habits: Making Good Character Second Nature Character: Our Behavior Reflects Our Being Destiny: We Reap What We Sow Length: 16 MinutesIncludes: Leader's Guide, and a Transcript of the film » View Sample MaterialsA Star
Thrower Distribution ProductIndustry Discounts: Star Thrower offers a 10% discount to the following industries: Education, Nonprofit, Government, and Consultants. ...more Jamie rated it liked it Jan 02, 2015 Angie Libert rated it really liked it May 27, 2019 Herm Allen rated it really liked it May 01, 2015 Jess rated it really liked it Jan 30, 2019 Joy
rated it it was amazing Dec 29, 2014 Robert rated it really liked it Feb 24, 2017 Ann Pickens rated it really liked it Nov 03, 2021 Kim rated it really liked it Aug 31, 2021 M rated it really liked it Jun 07, 2020 Stephanie rated it really liked it Mar 15, 2014 Katie Hamner rated it did not like it Apr 15, 2016 Katie rated it it was amazing Mar 12, 2013
Jatina rated it it was amazing Sep 09, 2018 Risa Buglio rated it really liked it Oct 09, 2014 Maureen rated it it was amazing Jul 09, 2012 Michael Clark rated it really liked it Mar 20, 2014 Parker rated it it was ok Dec 14, 2015 Edyta rated it really liked it Jan 05, 2015 "This profound book reminds us how utterly central character is to all else in life .
It's definitely a matter of the heart, and this book allows people to truly identify their raw intentions which will birth their choices. Pop culture has muddied the waters here, emphasizing personality traits and promoting the (inaccurate) belief that you are born with a set of traits that cannot be changed. Now that politicians have discovered
"character" and "virtue," the terms have become a bit suspect. The answer to these questions is no. Why is it discussed so regularly? Foreword by William Kilpatrick, author of Why Johnny Can't Tell Right from WrongT.S. Eliot once observed that some of his contemporaries were in the habit of "dreaming of systems so perfect that no one will need to
be good." The dream of finding a substitute for character is still, of course, very much alive. I think there is value in reading this book, especially if you are truly seeking good character and correction for bad habits or simply negative behavior. Character Is Destiny, a sort of self-help guide for the soul, shows how we can lead richer lives simply by
being better people."This profound book reminds us how utterly central character is to all else in life . It is not my personality, but my character that is my destiny. But it's hard to detect any enduring traits of character in this "constant lover." A charming personality, perhaps, but, in other respects, reliably unreliable. Buy and share this one with
friends and family, even if it's just a chapter at a time. By the same token, there is no way to educate young people for character in the absence of adults with character. To learn about our licensing options click here. We all know people who, though we may agree with them on the issues of the day, are people we can never really trust. In This is a
book about ethics that I found wise, readable, and very conducive to great discussions with my high school student. We owe Russell Gough a debt of gratitude for making clear what most "experts" in character education fail to realize: We become better people not by discussing ethics, but by practicing good behavior. My favorite ide I recently finished
this book. Equally refreshing, Character Is Destiny sticks to its subject. The chapters help you to take a step back and assess how the merits of your character lead you to success especially in being a kinder/more dynamic/curious person. How much better if, by some happy arrangement, society would discover the right technical or governmental
solution to problems such as incivility, crime, drug abuse, and irresponsible sex. Character Is Destiny can be our compass. About being conservative or liberal? I congratulate him."— Dennis Prager, radio talk-show host and author of Think a Second Time An inescapable truth lies at the heart of this simple yet profound book: The quality of our lives is
not determined by the happenstance of genetics or by the influence of environment; it is not measured in material possessions or in the trappings of youth; it is not dependent on personality or social acclaim. A winning Reader's Digest-style compilation that tells the stories of some of the greatest heroes of our time. Gough, a nationally prominent
writer and speaker, describes the steps to personal growth from examining our lives to taking responsibility for our actions, from discarding selfishness to embracing the greater good, from becoming a better role model for our loved ones to finding the courage to do the right thing naturally and consistently. May 12, 2015 Misti rated it really liked it
Thoroughly enjoyed the adult group discussion on this Ambleside high-school book recommendation for Tori and Tallis to read and review this fall. The narrator of Sir John Sucklin's seventeenth-century poem seems to have plenty of that. There is a lot of truth to the message that the writer is conveying, and I think everyone can relate to it. And in so
doing it is a book for everybody, precisely because it speaks to us on the most fundamental level–as free moral agents. Not written from a Christian perspective, I found the book nonetheless very compatible with my Christian worldview. A number of these technical solutions have already been tried–clean needles, Norplant, safe-sex kits, gun exchange
programs, and the like–but they never seem to improve our situation. Indeed, it reminds us that being of adult age is one thing, but actually being adult, in the sense of exemplifying moral maturity as a matter of regular practice, is quite another. I congratulate him."— Dennis Prager, radio talk-show host and author of Think a Second Time Russell W.
It is a book educators, parents, and just good people will not want to miss."— Amatai Etzioni, author of The Spirit of Community "Reading Character is Destiny is like listening to a trusted friend giving you heartfelt, character-building advice. Gough is a professor of ethics and philosophy at Pepperdine University. In this profound yet simple book,
Gough reminds us that the hard part of morality is not knowing what is right, but doing what is right. I plan to stay in touch with this book for many years." Â— Shelby SteeleRussell W. Pick up any newspaper, watch any news show, or read any business magazine, and the topic comes up. No, says Professor Gough, but the good news is that, with time
and practice, acting with courage, fairness, and self-control becomes increasingly natural and effortless. And people of good character and virtue, of course, can and do give allegiance to any number of political parties and persuasions. Character Is Destiny shows how to overcome the most formidable obstacle to an ethical life: ourselves. Gough,
illustrates the importance of doing the right thing every time. I must say it isn't for people who don't want to evaluate themselves. And, equally important, it's the kind of book that can make a real difference in the life of the reader. He strikes us as bold, engaging, humorous–the sort we refer to as a lovable rogue. But Character Is Destiny is more than
a how-to book. The author has taught college level courses on the subject of ethics and has distilled his philosophy carefully and logically. Moreover, he is aware of the self-defeating attitudes we often employ: "That's just the way I am," "I'm too set in my ways to change," or "You can't teach an old dog new tricks." Refreshingly, Character Is Destiny
rejects such moral evasions, and replaces them with pragmatic guidelines for pursuing and cultivating virtue. We're so used to being judged for the things we do wrong, that sometimes our own intentions are not to do the right thing, but to be seen doing the right thing so as to avoid consequences. Rather, it's simply, though profoundly, about being a
person of good character, a person of virtue. My favorite quote from the book is, "Character is what you are in the dark".
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